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MOTIVATION
1. Usemachine learning to understandhowweather
data can be used to predict future solar intensity

2. Determine which model type has most predictive
power for solar intensity 48 hours into the future

3. Sendmodel predictions to power grid facilities so
they can more easily incorporate sources of re-
newable energy

4. Our project only focused on Las Vegas, NV, but our
hope is that similar models may be adapted to
other regions

LINEAR REGRESSION
Key Idea: Baseline
Treat each half-hour observation as a single datum. For both linear and ridge regression, we experiment with
including data from the previous 1, 2, 3, 10, 20, 40, 50, and 60 observations to make our GHI prediction. Next
to each model type in parentheses appears the number of data points included to make a prediction which
resulted in the highest development setR2. We then use this number of data points tomake predictions on the
test set.

Model Type DevelopmentR2 TestR2

Linear Reg (30) 0.933 0.9

Linear Reg Degree 2 Expansion (1) 0.943 0.914

DISCUSSION
• Linear regression gives a strong baseline for solar
intensity prediction when we incorporate 30 previ-
ous data points: R2 = 0.9.

• Ridge regression, while providing more stable pa-
rameter values, requires even more previous data
points (50 vs. 30 in linear reg. case) to make simi-
larly accurate predictions.
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K-MEANS CLUSTERING AND PREDICTION
Key idea: Identify common patterns (clusters) in daily solar intensity trajectories. Predict solar intensity by
classifying each point into a cluster via Gaussian discriminant analysis, and then reconstruct the individual
solar intensity values from the centroids.

Model Type DevelopmentR2 TestR2

5 Clusters 0.945 0.925

10 Clusters 0.945 0.923

“Please God look at your data.”
—Professor Chris Ré
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FUTURE RESEARCH
With more time, we would like to do the following:

• Develop similar models to examine the generality
of the weather data↔ solar intensity relationship

• Implement piecewise modeling. Because solar in-
tensity is roughly parabolic during the day, we
could build amodel that assumes parabolic shape,
and run multiple regressions to determine the pa-
rameters of a day’s parabolic intensity curve.

• Implement both fully-connected and convolu-
tional neural networks over the weather features.
Although our models perform very well, perhaps
neural networks can learn some additional nonlin-
earities in the “true” latent function of our data. We
think a convolutional neural net would especially
be interesting because convolving over short
sequences of weather patterns might illuminate
braoder trends.

DATA
• Two full years of solar intensity and weather data
(2016 and 2017) recorded at an observation site in
LasVegas, andcataloguedby theNationalSolarRa-
diation Database (NSRDB).

• Observations made every 30 minutes for 35,088
data points total. Each observation contains 14 fea-
tures (weather and temporal) aswell as ameasure-
ment of Global Horizontal Irradiance (GHI).

• Selected a fixed way to split data into
train/development/test sets for each model
we considered.

Figure 1: Interface of the NSRDB Data Viewer [1]

RIDGE REGRESSION
Key Idea: Improve stability and generalizability
Add 2-norm to log-likelihood function in determination of weights.

Model Type DevelopmentR2 TestR2

Ridge Reg (50) 0.921 0.899

Ridge Reg Degree 2 Expansion (3) 0.938 0.912
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